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introduction

• OK, I’ll fess up: I’m not an expert on economic 

heterogeneous interacting agents

• I’m a computer games designer

• My specialist field is virtual worlds

– Fear not! an explanation follows shortly!

• I’m here to outline the recent 

comModification of virtual worlds

– Dave birch, talking next, looks into the wider and 

future implications of this

• In essence, People are buying non-existent

stuff from other people who don’t own it
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definition

• Virtual worlds are online computer games

– Mmorpgs – massively multiplayer online 

role-playing games

• Note: online games are not online gaming

– I’m not talking about gambling here

• These games support large numbers of 

players simultaneously

• The players use client software to 

contact servers operated by the game’s 

developer

history

• Virtual worlds began with mud1 in 1978

• Text-based, Up to 36 players simultaneously

• created by two students here at essex university

– Roy trubshaw and richard bartle (that’s me)

Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*
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Ascii graphics

• Games soon appeared with primitive graphics

• Island of kesmai, 1981

[ ][ ][ ][ ]- -[ ] orc sword  shield  chain
[ ] A        S [ ] A Jennie.c
/   >   ++++   [ ] A 2 skeletons
[ ]     ++++   [ ] B trolls
[ ] B       dn [ ]
[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]

Swing hits with moderate damage
Skeleton is slain
Orc is blocked by your armour
Troll: kia ardata luuppatar ne

>throw bottle at troll
R mace   Hits     Hits On   Stamina  Exper. M. Pnts.
L bottle   35      5        10       6523   9

2d graphics

• 2d graphical games showed up in the early 1990s

• Kingdom of drakkar, 1992

• But in 1994 (immediately pre-WWW), 10% of aLl
internet traffic belonged to text muds
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Ultima online 

• Things changed with ultima online, 1997

stats

• People pay a monthly fEe to play 
ultima online
– $12.99 a month at the moment

• it garnered 100,000 subscribers within 
a year

• now, 8 years later, it has something 
like 170,000 subscribers
– After peaking at 250,000 in 2003

• It stiLl takes over $2,000,000 a 
month
– And it’s been running for 100 months!
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everquest

• Ultima online ruled until everquest, spring 1999

stats

• Everquest has around 460,000 subscribers

– That’s more people than live in iceland!

• Over $5,000,000 a month in subscriptions

• supports action figures and comics

• There are Plenty of others like it

– sw:g 250K, FFXI 550K, daoc 175k, Runescape 340K, …
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Not forgetting…

• Oh, and world of warcraft

• 1.5 miLlion players as of march

– Rumoured to be 1.8 miLlion+ now

But elsewhere…

• wow is just a pipsqueak compared to lineage

• Lineage (1997) has over 4 million players
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stats

• Lineage (in the process of migrating to lineage 2) 
has a population greater than that of eire

– Lineage has 2 million, lineage 2 has 2.2 million

• 50% of the population of south korea have 
tried lineage at least once

– Population of s. korea is ~48 million

• Other >1 milLion far eastern virtual worlds:

– Legend of mir

– Final fantasy XI (again)

– Mu online

– Ragnarok online

– Kingdom of the winds

property

• Where does commerce come in here?

• Well, Characters in virtual worlds own things 

within the context of the virtual world

– Swords, houses, magic wands, …

• Do the players own these things?

• Do the players even own the characters?

• At the time of writing (yesterday), there’s a jedi 

guardian from Star Wars: Galaxies for sale on 

ebay at $2,000

– No bids yet. It might sell, but The going rate is about 

$1,250 (down from $1,500 in march)
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widespread

• Also on ebay:

– Gemstone IV level 100 paladin $1,500

– Anarchy online 220 martial artist $800

– Lineage 2 level 74 hawkeye $800 (down from $1,250)

– runescape level 104 with 1,400+ skill points $1,000

– And hundreds more

• In-game currency also for sale

– Eve online 2.5 billion ISK $585

– everquest 5,000 gold $420

• Those were curRent prices – they’ll actually 

seLl for more

Other sales

• Think about this a moment: people are 
paying real money to buy imaginary
money

• Also imaginary property:

– Sw:G jetpack $300

– Gemstone iv 9xheavy crit-padded cuirbouilli
armour $700

– Ultima online ornament of the magician $215

• And imaginary real estate:

– Ultima online castles at $1,000 and $950

– But I’ll let dave tell you more…
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note

• Ebay is not the main marketplace

• Ige has 100 people in customer service 

alone

• Itembay makes more money in 

coMmiSsions than all the virtual 

worlds it services do in 

subscriptions – combined!

• The overall size of the market is huge

– Again, dave has some MIND BLOWINGMIND BLOWINGMIND BLOWINGMIND BLOWING stats 

for this

but

• The thing is, most virtual worlds ban virtual 

object sales

• Main reason: it’s cheating

• Suppose 4 of us are playing monopoly

– The top hat offers mayfair for sale

– I offer £1,000 for it

– You offer £100 for it, plus £5 in real money

– The top hat accepts your offer

• the scottie dog and I are going to be very

unhappy

– Especially if it’s his set!
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excuses

• “I want to trade, you want to trade, 

we both gain. What’s not to love?”

• It ruins the game for the 90% of players 

who don’t trade in virtual goods, 

that’s what!

– it breaks the magic circle

• If letting people have what they want were 

harmlesS, developers would do it for 

freE

– You want a kick-ass sword? Here, have 10!

but

• This is why developers generally ban the 

sale of objects/currency/characters/ 

accounts

– Even though these occur outside the game

– In-game trade using game currency is fine

• But is such a ban legal?

– Every player signed an EULA accepting the ban

– The players don’t own what they’re selling 

anyway

• Or do they?
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At present

• Runescape character sale small print

commodification

• As far as some people are concerned, if it 

loOks like a duck, walks like a duck and 

quacks like a duck, it’s a duck

• Virtual goods look like real goods, are 

traded like real goods, so a judge might 

decide real property laws should apply

– And real tax laws?

• “there wasn’t a level 50 battlemage in the box 

when I bought it. I made it, so it’s mine”

• Unfortunately, if this were true then virtual 

worlds would die
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implications

• If I bought a unique magic sword for $1,000 and 

the next day the developer created 20,000 

identical swords, could I sue?

• If I have inventory I could sell for $250,000 

and the developer announces they’re going to 

close the game, can I force them to stop?

– On march 15th 2004, ebay user shakti_122 bid $3,000

for an account on earth and beyond

– On march 16th 2004, Electronic Arts announced they 

were closing earth & Beyond

– Ea Also announced they would not be licensing the 

software to anyone

Why would this be bad?

• If players could sue upon losing some of their 

investment, virtual worlds could never evolve

– Every change affects someone adversely

– “Nerfing”

• It Would rob designers of artistic freedom

– J. k. rowling could legalLy distress miLlions

by killing off miserable whiner HaRry potTer

– Why can’t virtual world designers upset a few

foolhardy players who built their houses on the 

slopes of a volcano?

• It Would be impoSsible to develop a game 

with a theme such as “escape from colditz”
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It gets worse

• Some players who “farm” gold or objects can 

tie up the market

– If you want something, the only way to get it is 

from another player who has a program running the 

whole time getting it AUTOMATICALLY

• Players want these people banned

– Chinese adena farmers in lineage 2

• Yet Dark age of camelot was sued for banning 

accounts run by black snow

– A company running a gold farm out of tijuana

– Never went to court

• black snow didn’t pay their lawyers…

Cottage industry

• For sale recently on ebay: one UO gold farm!
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Loathed and despised

• Many players loathe and despise companies 

such as ige

– They regard them as “leeches”, “parasites”, “thieves” etc.

• Ige hired the well-respected themis group to 

improve their pr through marketing

– themis pulled out after 3 months amid rumours that 

association with ige was harming its own

reputation

• Yet Ige is one of the more respectable

commodifiers

– Others routinely ruin freelancers by buying stuff 

from them then canceLling the paypal payment

And yet…

• A few virtual world developers embrace

commodification

• Second life is at the forefront here

– But it’s not a game

• Achaea sells over 1.5 million items a year to 

its own players

– And it’s a text game!

– It doesn’t let them trade between one another, 

though

• Ultima online will fast-track characters 

through the first 25 levels for a fEe
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The tide turns

• Last month, soe (EQ, SW:G) changed its 

mind and said it would suPport real-

money transfers

– It got a Vitriolic reaction from its players

– And Also from some other developers

• Soe claims it’s bowing to player demand

– But safe to assume It wants a piece of ige’s 

action, given it can’t stop these trades

– Also, Its profits plunged when wow stole 

its eq2 customers…

summary

• There is a vibrant trade in virtual objects

– Ige (under-)estimates $880 million worldwide per year

• Most players are against this trade

– Because it spoils their fun

• Most developers are against it too

– But sony online entertainment has broken ranks

• There’s no problem if developers want to 
embrace commodification

• The problem is when they don’t want it but 
get it anyway

• As always, it’s a good time to be a lawyer…


